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Abstract
In order to propose new organic materials for organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs)
applications, we present in this work a computational study based on quantum chemistry on
molecular materials based on terphenyl and pyrrole. We report the study of the structural
and electronic properties of three molecules C1 (pyrrole-terphenyl-terphenyl-pyrrole), C2
(pyrrole-terphenyl-pyrrole-terphenyl) and C3 (terphenyl-pyrrole-pyrrole-terphenyl). The
geometry of these studied compounds was obtained after optimization in their fundamental
states by using the functional density theory (DFT) with the B3LYP method and the basis
set 6-311G (d, p). The studied electronic properties determined from the most stable
conformation of each studied molecule are the HOMO, LUMO, the gap energies, electron
affinity (EA), ionization potential (IP) and NBO analysis. The time-dependent density theory
method TD-DFT-B3LYP 6-311G (d, p)was used for the study of absorption and emission
properties. Based on these different optoelectronic, absorption and emission properties, we
will discuss the effect of the regularity of the sequence on the studied properties and then
propose new structures to experimenters for synthesis and OLED applications.

1. Introduction
Currently, materials based on π-conjugated organic molecules constitute an important class of materials
with remarkable properties leading to a huge field of research in both chemistry and physics [1]. These
materials are considered good candidates for optoelectronic applications and especially research on new
low cost organic photovoltaic devices [2]. This is due to their specific properties such as photochemical
and thermal stability and also the high load mobility [3]. Recall that π-conjugated molecules are already
widely used in many organic optoelectronic devices, including organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs)
[4], organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) [5], organic resonant tunnel diodes [6, 7], organic
phototransistors [8], organic photovoltaic cells [9] and organic photo detectors [10]. Electroluminescent
devices based on these π-conjugated organic systems are of great interest because of their important
physicochemical characteristics and are considered the devices of tomorrow.
The first organic light-emitting diode (OLED) devices were invented by Tang and VanSlyke in 1987 [11,
12]. After this discovery, many research works appeared and the results are encouraging. In 1998, a team
of researchers from Princeton University and the University of Southern California were the first to
produce highly efficient OLEDs based on the light emitting mechanism, called electrophoresis OLED or
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simply phosphorescent (OLED) [13]. An OLED is defined as a device that emits light under the
application of an external voltage. The organic electroluminescence is summarized as follows: after an
application of a voltage V on an organic semiconductor, the holes in the valence band (BV) and the
electrons in the conduction band (BC) are injected. Electron-hole recombination causes light emission
[14, 15]. The color of the emitted light depends on the difference in energy level between the BV and the
BC and the Coulomb force tying the electron to the hole during recombination [16]. Currently, OLEDs
have been remarkably successful, attracting considerable industry. There are two main applications of
OLED devices: OLED displays and OLED lighting. Samsung, Sony and LG are among the most important
companies selling OLED screens for TVs and mobile phones. OLED displays have advantages over
LCDs, such as thinner size, lower power consumption, higher contrast ratio, shorter response time, higher
brightness, and flexibility. For OLED lighting, OLEDs do not dazzle heat, are economical and have a long
life.

Figure 1: The compositions of OLED, compose of cathode electrode, electron transport layer (ETL) ,hole blocking layer
(HBL), emissive layer (EL), hole transport layer (HTL), hole injection layer (HIL) ,anode electrode , glass substrate and
encapsulation (protects from minor physical impacts).

The OLED component in its simplest form consists of a single layer of organic material between the
cathode and the anode, which is generally transparent and often consists of indium tin oxide (ITO).
Organic thin films typically include a hole transport layer (HTL), an emission layer (EML) and an electron
transport layer (ETL). By applying appropriate electrical voltage, the electrons and holes are injected into
the EML layer from the cathode and the anode. The interaction of electron and hole pair at excited state
is called exciton where its relaxation to the ground state can drive light emission. The charge transfer
materials, the emitting layer, and the choice of electrodes are fundamental parameters that determine the
performance and efficiency of an OLED component. In order to improve the efficiency of organic lightemitting materials [17-19], several works have recently been done, especially the study of short-chain
luminescent compounds that can be used in an OLED structure [20]. This study often goes through a
molecular design using the concepts of quantum chemistry in order to propose the desired electronic
properties for this type of application before the synthesis, structures possessing.
In this context, we present in this work a computational study based on quantum chemistry on molecular
materials based on terphenyl and pyrrole. We report the study of the structural and electronic properties
of three molecules C1 (pyrrole-terphenyl-terphenyl-pyrrole), C2 (pyrrole-terphenyl-pyrrole-terphenyl) and
C3 (terphenyl-pyrrole-pyrrole-terphenyl) (Figure 2). The geometry of these studied compounds was
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obtained after optimization in their fundamental states by using the functional density theory (DFT) with
the B3LYP method and the basic set 6-311G (d, p) [21]. The studied electronic properties determined
from the most stable conformation of each studied molecule are the HOMO, LUMO, the gap energies,
electron affinity (EA), ionization potential (IP) and NBO analysis. The TD-DFT-B3LYP/6-311G (d, p)
time-dependent density theory method was used for the study of absorption and emission properties.
Based on these different optoelectronicproperties, we will propose in figure 2the structures to
experimenters for synthesis and possibly for OLED applications.
2. Material and Methods
Currently, computations in quantum chemistry present a better tool for studying π-conjugated systems.
The functional theory ofDFT density with the three-parameter Becke and Lee-Yang-Parr hybrid exchange
functional method noted B3LYP [22-24] and the basis set 6-311G (d, p) was used for all studies. It is
noted that these calculations are made with the Gaussian package 09 [24]. The geometric structures of
molecules C1, C2 and C3 at neutral cationic and anionic states have been optimized, and supported by a
frequency calculation ensure that it is the absolute minimum. The energies of the HOMO, LUMO,
bandgap and natural orbital bond (NBO) properties of these compounds were also determined from the
optimized structures. In order to obtain detailed information on absorption and emission properties, such
as absorption and electron emission wavelengths (λmax), the corresponding oscillator forces and the
excitation vertical energy, the TD-DFT-B3LYP / 6-311G method (d, p) was used.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Geometries in the ground state

The geometrical parameters (distances and binding angles), of the three studied compounds in the groundstate are optimized by using the method B3LYP / 6-311G (d, p).To ensure that the optimized geometry of
the compounds corresponds to the lowest point of the potential energy surface, frequency calculations are
performed. The geometries of the optimized structures are presented in figure 2 and their geometrical
parameters (the dielectric bond lengths di and dihedral angles θi) are listed in Table 1.

C1

C2

C3

Figure 2: Chemical structures and optimized ones of the studied compounds obtained by DFT / B3LYP / 6-311G (d, p).
Table 1: Values of the di (Å) binding lengths of the studied compounds obtained by B3LYP/ 6-311G (d, p).
Molecules
d1(Å)
d2(Å)
d3(Å)
d4(Å)
d5(Å)
D6(Å)
D7(Å)
1.46
1.48
1.48
1.48
1.48
1.48
1.46
C1
1.48
1.48
1.46
1.46
1.48
1.48
1.46
C2
1.48
1.48
1.46
1.44
1.46
1.48
1.48
C3
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Table 2: Dihedral angle values (θi) of the studied compounds obtained by B3LYP / 6-311G (d, p).
Molecules
θ1
θ2
θ3
θ4
θ5
θ6
θ7
C1
156.03
142.98
141.94
142.39
142.39
141.94
156.03
C2
140.56
142.81
156.79
157.32
142.59
142.58
156.61
C3
141.12
143.52
155.77
158.35
155.77
143.53
141.42

To have an efficient charge transport along the molecular chain, the studied molecules must have a good
conjugation and a strong intermolecular interaction in order to facilitate the delocalization of the electrons
[3]. The comparison of the geometrical parameters could provide predictive information on the said
properties. To this end, we have determined from the optimized structures the inter-cyclic distances di and
the intercyclic angles θi. We have noticed that the inter-cyclic distances di do not undergo significant
variation as indicated in Table 1, the bond length values (di) vary from 1.44 Å to 1.48 Å, they decrease as
they approach the pyrrole unit in all the molecules. These values tend towards double bonds which will
facilitate internal charge transfer (ICT) between the cycles constituting each molecule and are comparable
to those obtained by other authors on similar structures containing thiophene and phenylene [25, 26]. For
the dihedral angles, the optimized geometries of these studied oligomers show that inter-cyclic torsion
angles have values between 140 ° and 158° indicating that these three compounds have relatively twisted
configurations.
3.2. Optoelectronic properties
To study optoelectronic properties, it is important to determine the energy levels of the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) [27]. It is noted that
these HOMO and LUMO energy levels play a key role in determining whether effective charge transfer
will take place between the donor and the acceptor in electronic devices [25]. These parameters (HOMO
and LUMO) can be calculated from the optimized structures obtained by the method B3LYP / 6311G (d,
p) [28]. We have therefore determined for the three studied compounds C 1, C2 and C3 the energy of the
HOMO level (EHOMO), the LUMO level (ELUMO) and the energy of the bandgap Egap = ELUMO - EHOMO.
These values are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Energy values of the electronic properties of the compounds studied.

Molecules
C1
C2
C3

EHOMO (eV)
-5.356
-5.156
-4.866

ELUMO (eV)
-1.657
-1.671
-1.587

Egap (eV)
3.699
3.485
3.279

In π-conjugated systems, any increase in the length of the conjugation is accompanied by a destabilization
of the HOMO energies and a stabilization of the LUMO energies [29]. According to Table 3, the values
of the HOMO / LUMO energies are respectively: -5.356 / -1.657 eV for C1, -5.156 / -1.671 eV for C2 and
-4.866 / -1.587 eV for C3. The values of Egap are 3.699 eV, 3.485 eV and 3.279 eV for C1, C2and C3
respectively. We note that this energy "Egap" decreases in the order C1> C2> C3 indicating that when the
two pyrrole units approach each other, the conjugation becomes better and consequentlythe gap energy
decreases, this is probably due to the presence of the nitrogen atom in pyrrole which boosts the conjugation
[28]. On the other hand, the examination of the highly occupied HOMO orbitals and the lowest virtual
LUMO orbitals for the studied compounds is important because they can provide clear information on
intramolecular load transfer (ICT) in such a system π-conjugated and the ability to transport electrons or
holes [30]. Therefore, the electronic density isocontour of HOMO and LUMO of the studied compounds
obtained by B3LYP/ 6-311G (d, p) is shown infigure 3. From this figure, it is noted that the electron
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density of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals is distributed over the whole π-conjugate skeleton with a similar
character. In general, HOMO’s of all compounds have an anti-binder character between consecutive
subunits and are located on the donor unit and π-separator, while LUMO has a binder character between
sub-units and are centralized on the acceptor[31].
HOMO

LUMO

C1

C2

C3

Figure 3: The Electron density isocontours of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals of the compounds studied.

In an electroluminescent device, the migration of holes from the injection layer (HIL) to the transport
layer (HTL) / (EML) often depends on the energy levels of the HOMO orbitals. For most
electroluminescent devices, poly (3,4-ethylenedioxthiophene): poly (4-styrenesulphonate) (PEDOT: PSS)
is used as HIL while 2, 9-dimethyl-4,7- Diphenyl-1, 10-phenanthroline (BCP) is used as a hole blocking
layer (HBL) [32]. The results obtained in our study show that only the HOMO energy values of
compounds C1 and C2 are placed between those of (PEDOT: PSS) (-5.00 eV) and BCP (-6.50 eV) [33]
(Figure 4). Determining the effectiveness of migration and injecting holes requires a difference in HOMO
energy between the two types of compounds. It can be noted that the compound that has a HOMO energy
close to that of PEDOT: PSS (-5.0 eV) is the compound C2 (-5.156 eV), so this compound has a better
migration capacity of the holes due to small energy barrier.

Figure 4: Energy diagrams of compounds studied with the experimental values of PEDOT: PSS and BCP.
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3.3. Ionization potential and electronic affinities
Optimizing the performance and stability of OLED devices requires equilibred transport of electrons and
injected holes. Indeed, many authors have reported that the redox stability of OLED devices is related to
different physicochemical parameters such as ionization potential (IP) and electronic affinity (EA) [34,
35]. It should be noted that in order to have an easy injection of electrons (holes) into the emitting
materials, they must have a high electron affinity and a low ionization potential. In this context, we have
performed optimizations of studied structures C1, C2 and C3, this time in the cationic and anionic states
by using the same method of B3LYP/6-311G (d, p) and based on the geometries already optimized in the
neutral state, we have calculated the values of the ionization potentials (IP) and those of the electronic
affinities (EA) of the three compounds according to the following formulas:
𝟎
IP = 𝑬+
(1)
𝟎 −𝑬

EA =𝑬𝟎 − 𝑬−
𝟎 (2)
𝑬𝟎 : Energy in the neutral state.
−
(𝑬+
𝟎 ,𝑬𝟎 ): Energies of the cationic and anionic states
Table 4: IP, EA and reorganization energies for each molecule (in eV) calculated by the DFT / B3LYP / 6-311G (d, p).

Compounds Ci
C1
C2
C3

IP
6.10
6.00
5.83

EA
0.93
0.94
0.87

λhole
0.10
0.12
0.14

λelectron
0.18
0.17
0.16

λTotal
0.28
0.29
0.30

The results in Table 4 show that the obtained values of the ionization potential(IP) decrease in the
following order: C1> C2> C3 indicating the increase of the hole injection from the HTL layer to the HOMO
level of the studied compound Ci. On the other hand, compound C2 has the highest EA value (0.94 eV),
indicating that it has a large electron-injecting capacity.
According to Marcus/Hush’s model [35-37]. The transfer rate of the charge K (hole or electron) can be
expressed by the following formula:
𝝀

𝑲 = 𝑨. 𝒆𝒙𝒑(− 𝟒𝑲

) (3)

𝑩 .𝑻

Where A is a factor which depends on the force of the electronic coupling between the emissive layer and
the surface of the anode or cathode[33]. kB is the Boltzmann constant. T is the temperature and λ is the
reorganization energy due to the geometric relaxation accompanying the load transfer.
For OLED materials, load mobility has been shown to be mainly related to internal reorganization
energyλ[38]. The reorganization energy λ for electron injection and hole transport can be expressed as
follows [39-41]:
𝟎
+
𝟎
𝝀𝒉𝒐𝒍𝒆 = (𝑬+
𝟎 − 𝑬+ ) + (𝑬+ − 𝑬𝟎 )(4)
𝟎
−
𝟎
𝝀𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒏 = (𝑬−
𝟎 − 𝑬− ) + (𝑬− − 𝑬𝟎 )(5)
−
Where 𝑬+
𝟎 (𝑬𝟎 ) is the energy of cationic form (anionic form) calculated from the optimized structure of
−
the neutral molecule. Similarly, 𝑬+
+ (𝑬− ) is the energy of cationic form (anionic form) calculated from
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the optimized structure of the anionic state. 𝑬𝟎+ (𝑬𝟎− ) is the energy of the neutral molecule calculated at
the cationic (anionic) state. Finally, 𝑬𝟎𝟎 is the energy of the neutral molecule in its fundamental state. These
two types of energy were calculated for all studied moleculesC1, C2 and C3 and presented in Table 4. The
obtained values indicate that the electron reorganization energies λelectron are slightly higher than those
corresponding to the reorganization of the holes λhole for all compounds. These results clearly show that
the compounds studied are better for the transport of holes than the injection of electrons.
3.4. NBO analysis
Natural-bonded orbital analysis (NBO) is an important tool for studying the binding and interaction
between several molecules [42, 43]. NBO has a useful aspect to provide considerable information on interor intramolecular interactions in occupied and unoccupied orbital spaces in order to understand chemical
phenomena such as hydrogen bonding and conjugal interactions in the molecular system [44– 46] .The
delocalization of electronic density between filled and virtual orbital spaces (NBO) corresponds to a
stabilizing donor-acceptor interaction [47-49]. To examine the donor-acceptor interaction involving the
relocation of electrons from the occupied NBO to the unoccupied NBO, the second-order Fock matrix in
the NBO database has been completed [42]. This donor-acceptor interaction can be expressed as
secondary disturbance interaction energy E(2) [50]. In the NBO analysis, the highest energy E(2) indicates
the strongest interaction between donors and electron acceptors that is a tendency for electron donors to
contribute to electron acceptors which leads to a large combination of the entire system due to the
delocalization of electrons [51, 52].
The hyper conjugative intramolecular interaction of the electrons σ and π of the C-C, C-H, C-N and N-H
bonds with the anti-bonds C-C, C-H and C-N leads to the stabilization of part of the cycle. Natural-bound
orbital analysis (NBO) has been performed based on the optimized structures at their fundamental states
obtained with the DFT/B3LYP/6-311G (d, p) method. The results show that intermolecular interactions
are created by the orbital overlap between the orbital C–C and C–C bonds anti-binders resulting in an
intramolecular load transfer (ICT) involving stabilizing the system. The greatest intramolecular hyper
conjugative interaction of electrons σ of (C7–C8), (C25–C26) and (C18–C19)is distributed into σ* electrons
of atoms (C4–C7), (C16–C21) and (C23–C24) of the rings of compounds C1, C2 and C3 respectively.There
are also a π/ π* interactions associated to the resonance, although the charge transfer from the bonding
orbital π to antibonding orbital π* of the rings of molecules C1, C2 and C3 respectively is predicted for the
π C33–C36→ π* C31–C32, π C24–C25→ π* C26–C27and π C18–C19→ π* C18–C19.The intramolecular
interaction π*- π*, n-π* and π-π* of molecules C1, C2 and C3 respectively is formed by the orbital overlap
between π* (C24 – C25) - π* (C63 – C64) with an energy of 100.8 Kcal/mol. As shown in Table 5, there are
also interactions of σ-σ*, π-σ*, π*-σ*, n*-π*, n*-σ* and n-σ* that are less strong than interactions of π*π*, n-π* and π-π*.
3.5. Absorption and emission properties
In order to predict the absorption properties of our studied conjugated compounds, time-dependent
functional density TD–DFT / B3LYP / 6-311G (d. p) is used. With this method (TD-DFT), several
absorption parameters have been calculated from previously optimized structures such as the electronic
vertical transition energy (ETr), oscillator forces (f), maximum absorption wavelength (λmax) and the nature
of the transitions. So we have calculated these different parameters from the fully optimized structures of
C1, C2 and C3. The results are shown in Table 6 and the absorption spectra is shown in figure 5.
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Table 5: NBO Analysis

molecule

type

σ -σ*

C1

π*-σ*
π*- π*
π - π*
π - σ*
n - π*
n*- π*
n*-σ*
n -σ*

σ -σ*

C2

π - π*
π - σ*
n - π*

C3

σ -σ*

π - π*

DonorNBO (i)

Acceptor NBO(j)

10. BD (1) C4–C5
16. BD (1) C7–C8
101. BD (1) C64–C65
101. BD (1) C64–C65
24. BD (1) C10–N11
103. BD (1) C65–N66
103. BD (1) C65–N66
103. BD (1) C65–N66
25. BD (1) C10–H18
46. BD (1) C26–H37
53. BD (1) C29–H40
53. BD (1) N11–H19
912. BD (2) C3–C4
943. BD* (2) C24–C25
61. BD (2) C33–C36
2. BD (2) C1–C2
8. BD (2) C3–C4
70. BD (2) C45–C46
152. LP (1) C30
153. LP*(1) C46
153. LP*(1) C46
154. LP (1) C65
154. LP (1) C65
154. LP (1) C65
15. BD (1) C6–C8
58. BD (1) C25–C26
1. BD (1) C1–C2
5. BD (1) C2–C4
8. BD (1) C3–N5
8. BD (1) C3–N5
8. BD (1) C3–N5
10. BD (1) C4–N5
7. BD (1) C20–H48
20. BD (1) C8–H52
20. BD (1) C8–H52
12. BD (1) N5–H50
56. BD (2) C24–C25
14. BD (2) C6–C7
24. BD (2) C10–C11
56. BD (2) C24–C25
67. BD (2) C28–C30
154. LP (1) N5
65. BD (1) C28–C29
43. BD (1) C18–C19
8. BD (1) C3–C23
40. BD (1) C17–C18
49. BD (1) C20–N24
42. BD (1) C17–N24
42. BD (1) C17–N24
49. BD (1) C20–N24
44. BD (1) C18–H58
4. BD (1) C1–H47
72. BD (1) C30–H66
57. BD (1) N24–H62
67. BD (2) C28–C30

BD*(1) C7–N11
BD*(1) C4–C7
BD*(1) C63–H75
BD*(1) N63–H75
BD*(1) C7–N11
BD*(1) C24–C25
BD*(1) C64–H76
BD*(1) N64–H76
BD*(1) C7–N11
BD*(1) C25–H40
BD*(1) C25–C26
BD*(1) C7–C8
BD*(1) C7–N11
BD*(2) C63–C64
BD*(2) C31–C32
BD*(1) C20–C62
BD*(1) C7–N11
BD*(1) C47–H74
BD*(2) C26 - C29
BD*(2) C45 - C46
BD*(1) C46 - C47
BD*(1) C24 - N66
BD*(1) C63 - C64
BD*(1) N66 - H67
BD*(1) C4–N5
BD*(1) C23–C24
BD*(1) C3–H49
BD*(1) N5–H50
BD*(1) C4–N5
BD*(1) C4–C5
BD*(1) C1–H47
BD*(1) N5–H50
BD*(1) C4–N5
BD*(1) C9–H83
BD*(1) C9–C11
BD*(1) C2–C4
BD*(2) C26–C27
BD*(2) C4–N5
BD*(1) C12–C15
BD*(1) N42–H74
BD*(1) C27–N42
BD*(2) C2– C4
BD*(1) C27–N46
BD*(1) C16–C21
BD*(1) C22–H60
BD*(1) N24–H62
BD*(1) C21–N46
BD*(1) C20–C21
BD*(1) C18–H58
BD*(1) N24–H62
BD*(1) C17–N24
BD*(1) C3–H49
BD*(1) C28–C29
BD*(1) C17–C18
BD*(2) C26–C27
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E(2)

E(j)-(i)

F (i.j)

kcal/mol
2.90
5.10
4 .78
5.24
1.99
3.65
3.01
0.92
3.51
0.82
4.69
1.8
0.55
100.8
23.82
1.09
0.78
2.14
54.45
32.7
7.35
10.39
4.18
1.60
3.72
6.82
4.74
2.94
1.13
4.01
3.27
1.91
3.56
0.85
5.22
1.41
14.36
0.59
2.08
0.78
0.85
28.95
3.95
6.76
3.26
0.52
2.41
4.51
3.08
0.84
3.73
0.82
5.93
4.54
16.36

a.u
1.13
1.18
1.06
1.04
1.25
1.33
1.26
1.21
1.00
0.87
1.04
1.27
0.42
0.02
0.27
0.81
0.70
0.68
0.14
0.12
0.72
0.67
0.85
0.67
1.04
1.10
1.10
1.16
1.17
1.25
1.28
1.41
0.94
1.03
1.01
1.32
0.31
0.67
0.74
0.70
0.67
***
1.05
1.12
1.11
1.12
1.17
1.26
1.23
1.17
0.94
0.99
1.00
0.66
0.31

a.u
0.051
0.069
0.064
0.066
0.045
0.063
0.055
0.030
0.053
0.025
0.063
0.043
0.030
0.068
0.071
0.029
0.023
0.037
0.101
0.067
0.094
0.076
0.055
0.030
0.056
0.077
0.065
0.052
0.033
0.064
0.058
0.046
0.052
0.026
0.065
0.039
0.062
0.019
0.037
0.022
0.023
***
0.057
0.078
0.054
0.022
0.047
0.068
0.055
0.028
0.053
0.026
0.069
0.052
0.064
940

π - σ*
n - π*
n -σ*

41. BD (2) C17–C18
154. LP (1) N24
154. LP (1) N24
154. LP (1) N24

BD*(1) N24–H62
BD*(2) C17– C18
BD*(1) C19– C20
BD*(1) N24–H62

3.28
11.67
2.38
1.46

0.67
0.38
0.97
0.75

0.044
0.061
0.045
0.031

Table 6: Absorption parameters data of the studied compounds obtained by TD-DFT/B3LYP/ 6-311G (d. p).

Compounds

λabs (nm)

Etr (eV)

O.S

MO/Character

C1
C2
C3

413.305

2.999

2.944

HOMO->LUMO (96%)

428.874

2.891

2.566

HOMO->LUMO (97%)

443.796

2.793

2.408

HOMO->LUMO (98%)
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Figure 5: UV-vis absorptionspectra of the studied molecules obtained by TD-DFT/ B3LYP/6-311G (d. p).

The results of Table 6 show intense absorption bands in the range of 297 to 715 nm, these high absorption
bands for each molecule generally correspond to an excitation of the electrons of the HOMO → LUMO
level and an electronic transition of type π–π*. However, the molecules C1, C2 and C3 show their highest
absorption respectively at 413.305 nm, 428.874 nm and 443.796 nm. In addition, we have observed
shoulders in the absorption spectra of the studied molecules, which results in intramolecular charge
transfers [29]. As a result, these organic compounds can capture light in a wide wavelength range.
On the other hand and in order to study the emission properties of the studied compounds C 1, C2 and C3,
the TD/B3LYP/6–311G (d. p) method has been used on the basis of optimized geometries [53]. Quantum
chemical calculations of the emission properties of these compounds are presented in Table 7.
Table 7: Emission parameters data obtained by the TD-DFT-B3LYP/6-311G (d. p) method for the compounds studied.

Compounds

E (eV)

λem(nm)

Stocks Shift (SS) (nm)

C1

2.637

470.115

56.81

C2

2.546

486.954

58.08

C3

2.470

501.956

58.16
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The results show that emission spectra are attributed to LUMO → HOMO electron transitions for all
molecules. It is noted that theoretical photoluminescence spectra of the studied molecules have a
maximum at 470.115nm, 486.954 nm and 501.956 nm for C1, C2 and C3 respectively (Table 7 and figure
6). The stoke shift is related to the wavelengths of the absorption and emission bands[54, 55] and is
determined by calculating the difference between the absorption and emission maximums. Stocks Shift
(SS) values are relatively low for all studied compounds:C1 (56.81nm), C2 (58.08 nm) and C3 compounds
(58.16 nm). As a result, molecules with a low Stokes Shift show a minimal conformational reorganization
between the fundamental and excited states.
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Figure 6: Emission spectra of the studied molecules obtained by TD-DFT/ B3LYP/6-311G (d. p).

Conclusion
In this work, a quantum chemical study was carried out on organic compounds based on terphenyl and
pyrrole. All molecules exhibit more or less distorted structures due to the electronic nature of the aryl and
pyrrole nuclei. The DFT quantum method and its TD-DFT approaches have been used for the study of
geometric structures, optoelectronic properties, intramolecular charge transfer (ICT), load mobility
performance, absorption and emission properties. The results reveal that the studied compounds generally
have prohibited band energies which make them good candidates for applications as multifunctional and
bifunctional OLED materials. This is demonstrated by the calculation of ionization potentials (IP) and
electronic affinities (EA). The energies of reorganization of electrons λelectron are slightly large as their
energies of reorganization of holes λhole for all compounds; this means that these compounds are better for
carrying holes than electron injection and therefore can act as emitters in OLEDs. The calculated UV-vis
absorption spectra of all compounds present at an electron excitation of the HOMO → LUMO level and
an electronic transition of the type π–π* (phosphorus transition character) at approximately 400 nm.
In summary, the studied structures have a large prohibited band (greater than 3 eV) due to intermolecular
load transfer. The calculated IP values decrease slightly indicating the increase in hole injection facilities
from the HTL layer to the HOMO level. Therefore, the studied compounds C1, C2 and C3 have improved
electroluminescent properties.
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